STS Industries Inc. - NageBee

STS Industries Inc. - NageBee is a member of eBay’s Verified Rights Owners (VeRO) Program.

STS Industries Inc., is the owner of the NageBee™ trademark throughout the world. NageBee actively monitors the use of its trademarks. Accordingly, Nagebee suggests that both sellers and buyers on eBay be extremely cautious about the NageBee products they sell and buy.

**Counterfeits:**

Please do not sell counterfeit “NageBee” items. The NageBee Official Store does not wholesale to any 3rd party resellers at the moment, so please be sure you are listing authentic NageBee products.

**Keyword Spamming:**

Keyword Spamming is the use of a brand name for the purpose of getting a listing to come up in a search for a different brand. Accordingly, do not use NageBee in the title of a listing or auctions unless the product is a genuine NageBee Product. The use of the NageBee trademark is if there is only some tangential connection to NageBee.

**Violations:**

It is NageBee’s policy to cancel any offending auction. If the auction is for counterfeit items, at minimum NageBee will insist that you 1) turn over the counterfeit and all similar items; 2) provide full disclosure about the source; and 3) agree never to list infringements or counterfeits again.

**What we do to protect NageBee Buyers on eBay?**

Our company monitors eBay regularly and contacts sellers to ensure that they are not inadvertently selling counterfeits. When we identify potentially suspicious NageBee products being sold on eBay, we usually contact their sellers via eBay messaging from “nagebee” and ask for additional information to be able to verify product authenticity.

Through eBay’s VeRO program, we contact seller’s postings for Replica and Counterfeit, Trademark Infringements, Brand Name Misuse, Logo Misuse, Warranty, Copyright Infringements which includes use of Image and Text. Any violations mentioned above will be reported to the eBay VeRO team.

**Why should I buy from NageBee Official Store?**

Purchasing on NageBee official stores is the only way to ensure you are not purchasing a counterfeit.

We are not able to reimburse money used to purchase infringing goods since such goods were not bought from Nagebee, nor do we assist with the resolution of disputes, including assistance with PayPal or credit card refunds.

**How is NageBee addressing counterfeits?**
The fight against counterfeits is a long-term commitment. NageBee has a devoted team who actively pursues and investigates counterfeiters and those of whom violated our copyrights.

Contact Information about counterfeits or infringements may be sent to NageBee:

STS Industries Inc., “NageBee”, Attn: Trademarks
280 S Lemon Ave #441
Walnut, CA 91788
(909) 630-2817
Nagebeela@gmail.com
www.Nagebee.com